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With the recent bouts of
severe weather
and perpetually overcrowded shelters, staying warm and dr y can
quickly become a matter of
life and death. Many residents
of the streets have taken to setting
up tents, makeshift or otherwise, to
seek shelter from the elements, such as
this Hooverville under the 580 overpass on
San Pablo Avenue.

East Bay Homeless
Connect Resource Fair
The event will take place at the
Mosswood Park Recreation Center
at 3612 Webster St. in Oakland
(along AC Transit 51A and 57 lines
and three blocks from MacArthur
BART) on Feb. 19 from 10 AM to 3
PM. More information is available
at www.self-sufficiency.org. Our
coverage continues on pages 6 and
7. In our next issue, look for Part
2 of this series, which will focus
on the impact of homelessness on
students in the Peralta community.
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Bay Area’s BOSS battles
widespread displacement
BY BONNIE OVIATT

Tower Staff Writer
Building Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency (BOSS) was founded in 1971
in Berkeley to help deal with the people
forced into the streets by the closing mental health care facilities.
As the homeless population has soared
over the years, the services it provides have
also increased. BOSS now provides emergency shelters, transitional housing, education and employment programs, child and
family development services, both mental

and physical health programs, leadership
programs, organizing initiatives, and reentry services for those released from incarceration as well as other services.
BOSS has 16 sites around the Bay Area.
They offer simple services like providing a place for the homeless to do their
laundry all the way up to what are called
“wrap around services,” where people
have as many needs as possible managed
and taken care of.
“Our primary model is really around four
specific components with social justice being the core of who we are and what we

do,” said BOSS Executive Director Donald
Frazier. “So we concentrate on housing,
health and income.”
Boss takes a comprehensive approach.
They want to give people the best chance
to succeed in changing their lives for the
better and becoming self- sufficient. Frazier
explains, “We don’t just place someone and
then they’re on their own. We stay with
them over time until they’re stabilized in
their employment, ideally stabilized in
their housing, stabilized in their life and
then help them create a support system,
BOSS Continued on page 6

Wiffle ball
tournament
hits Oakland
with a whack

THEATRE DEPT.
SPOTLIGHTS ‘DOGEATERS’
PLAYWRIGHT IN LANEY
WRITER'S WORKSHOP
BY NANGELI ALCANTAR

BY JAIRA ROXAS

Tower Staff Writer

Tower Staff Writer

Jessica Hagedorn, a best-selling novelist
and playwright from the Philippines, visited
Michael Torres’script-analysis class on Feb. 8.
There, she gave us a little more juicy information about her play “Dogeaters,” based
on the book of the same name and left the air
open for questions. The play opened Feb. 3 at
the Magic Theatre in San Francisco.
One student asked where the name “Dogeaters” derived from. Hagedorn said that the
name is a pejorative for the natives who lived
on Luzon. It was given to them by American
troops in the Philippines during World War II.
Many Filipinos may be dissuaded against
going to watch the play because of the negative connotation of the play’s name. The play
is set in Manila, Hagedorn’s birthplace.

As people awoke from their slumber on
February 6, William Johnson and a few
other friends were setting up for the Second Annual West Oakland Co-Ed Slow
Pitch Wiffle Ball Winter League Championship Series Picnic For Indoor Kids.
Focusing on the game between MLK
Jr. Juniors and The East Bay Bats was a
compelling competition. The Wiffle ball
rules only allow three innings, but for this
game it ended in five.
Both teams put equal efforts and by
the third inning—it was tied 2-2. By the
bottom of the fifth East Bay Bats were
down 5-2.
As Josh Freitas steps up to the plate he
puts on his rally cap. He gets a solid hit

DOGEATERS Continued on page 4
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Stephanie Libanati of the Kim's Backyardigans team goes yard at the Second Annual West Oakland Co-Ed Slow Pitch Wiffle Ball Winter League Championship Series Picnic For Indoor Kids at Grove Shafter Dog Park this past weekend.

WIFFLEBALL Continued on page 3

OPINION

I

magine the universe itself
as a thin sheet of rubber,
stretched flat. When you
place an object on the sheet, it
sinks down. If you put another
smaller object on the sheet, it
will slide toward the first object.
This is an easy, simple explanation for how gravity works.
Now think again about dropping an object onto that sheet.
You might see a ripple, similar to
what happens when you throw a
rock into water.
That’s how we might conceptualize gravitational waves. ipples in the fabric of spacetime,
as sci-fi as that might sound, are
exactly what scientists at the Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory (LI O) have
just discovered, and they prove
as fact one of Einstein’s last unobserved theories.
But what does that really
mean, and why should anyone
who isn’t a physicist care Other
than proving Einstein correct,
the ability to detect these waves
also brings with it a huge leap

Up until this
point we have
only been able
to see parts of
the universe that
are observable.
in technology and our ability to
view the universe, and in turn,
uncover its secrets.
Up until this point we have
only been able to see parts of the
universe that are observable via
light or electromagnetic waves.
The downfall to those methods
is their limitation. ravitational
waves differ in a few ways. They
don’t appear to decay and they
pass right through matter.
Using gravitational waves as
a sort of “lens” to view the universe through will allow us to
see things we could never see
before, like merging black holes.
Being able to observe previously
unobservable phenomena could
change or reaffirm everything
we know about the universe, and
then some.
The scientists that worked on
this discovery were under strict
secrecy rules for years. The initial detection was made back in
November 2015, but it wasn’t
until this past week that LI O
was able to make the announcement. It was worth the wait.
The entire world has shared in
their joy and excitement since.
Hundreds of thousands of people
have taken to social media to
share the news.
The excitement about gravitational waves might fade in time,
but this breakthrough technology
will continue to bring us new
discoveries to get excited about
all over again. From the moon,
to the stars, to the binary black
holes, there is still a whole universe out there to see.

U

ntil the practice was
outlawed, senior
citizens by the busload crossed the border from
Maine into Canada to fill their
prescriptions. They paid a
fraction of what they would
have paid at home.
Canadian online pharmacies still provide an option for
Americans who want to save
money, but importing prescription drugs is now against
the law. This is not a matter of
importing in quantity for resale. Simply filling a personal
prescription from a pharmacy
outside the .S. is illegal.

THE
CASE
FOR ‘THE
CASE FOR
REPARATIONS’
BY KR NAVA
People hear Ta-Nehisi
Coates say he has a case for
reparations and they think he
wants every Black person in
the United States to get cut a
sweet, fat check, and maybe
also a little postcard that says
“Our bad Sincerely, White
People.”
But that idea is part of what
Coates attacks when, for example, he recently attacked
Bernie Sanders for not supporting reparations. He’s attacking an ahistorical public
that understands what white
folks’ve done to Black folks
only as a nebulous, malformed
ill of the past for which the repair is, so say its supporters
“
for everyone ”
He’s challenging the pervasive, persistent idea that racism
is a thing we think rather than
a thing we do and legislate and
enact and enforce. The injury
for which Coates seeks repair
is not nebulous, nor is it malformed. It is as specific and
targeted as would be its cure.
In “The Case for eparations” (and elsewhere), Coates
outlines specific policies, laws,
corporate decisionmaking, and

This law forces
all of us to pay
a huge premium
that benefits the
pharmaceutical
industry.

tangible actions that had specould spend decades studying.
cific effects on specific Black
In other words, don’t just
folks, the legacy of which con- read “The Case for eparatinue to be felt today.
tions.” Listen to Michelle
Alexander Check out ikole
Hannah-Jones ead CedThe injury for
ric Johnson Better yet, read
which Ta-Nehisi
“The Half Has Never Been
Coates seeks
Told,” and “The American
repair is as specific Slave Coast,” and “Empire of
Cotton.” ead “Making the
and targeted as
Second hetto,” and “Family
would be its cure. Properties,” and “The Warmth
of Other Suns.”
Coates does not simply want
To read Coates is to see a lia rising economic tide to lift
brary of heavy reading heaving
all Black boats. He demands,
against his paragraphs, begmost of all, that the water level ging you to read—and conbe raised beneath those Black sider, and criticize, and debate,
boats left long ago to sink and pitting historian against histosettle.
rian, critic against critic—so to
But not that Coates is the
better understand exactly why
authority on all this eading what he’s writing is important
Coates’s work is like a surand indubitable and inevitably
vey course for something you incomplete.

Letters to the Editor
uad” I believe my expectations are really low for the
next time.
Cyrano Marks
Editor—“Word on the uad”
Video
Digital
Production
is an interesting concept for a
newspaper article. However,
I found the title to be more
One no Trump on
interesting than the actual arbridging chasm
ticle.
When I read the title I exEditor—The 2 16 Presidenpected to read a little more
tial Election is set to be an inabout what is actually taking teresting one to say the least.
place on the quad, but instead
unning for the epublicans
I read about some student
and leading in the polls in the
agendas, which is not bad for primary election is socialite
an article titled “ Agenda”. and “exuberant” T personalI guess I was hoping that
ity, Donald John Trump.
the reporter would find a few
Trump came to fame from
interesting people and get
his T series, “The Apprensome information about the
tice,” where he would gather
type of things that take place a group of hungry contestants,
on the quad and develop a
who would perform numergood story.
ous business related tasks and
Maybe my expectations
out-do the other contestants
were too high, but now that
to ultimately win a prize of a
I have read “Word on the
$250,000 contract to run one

What really goes
on on The Quad?

of Trump’s companies.
Although Trump is without a doubt a business tycoon,
he has proven to know little
about politics. He is the living
embodiment of the idea that
one can get just about anywhere in this country with a
large sum of money.
From his controversial and
bigoted remarks, most would
say that he is not fit to be
President. But somehow, it
looks as if he will be the one
to win the epublican primary
and move on to the general
election with a chance to win
the candidacy and be the th
President of the nited States.
od help us all.
D’Ondrae Fuller
Communications
Guest editorials
Send 400-500 word editorials to
laneytower@peralta.edu We sometimes edit for space and clarity.

This law forces all of us
to pay a huge premium that
benefits the pharmaceutical
industry while threatening the
health of American citizens.
A few examples
Prozac at Canada Prescription Plus costs . 6 per pill.
At our local Walgreen’s, Prozac costs 11.72 per pill.
Aripiprazole is the generic
form of Abilify, the most easily tolerated antipsychotic
drug developed so far. It sells
for .26 per pill through
CanadaDrugStop. At C S in
Berkeley it sells for 26.33
per pill.
Daraprim is used to treat
toxoplasmosis, a parasitic infection that can cause blindness and brain damage. The
cost per pill is 1. 9 through
Canada Pharmacy Online. At
Walgreen’s in Berkeley it’s
81 .69 per pill.
Many Americans cannot afford to pay for the medicines
they need. Some must choose
between paying rent and filling their prescriptions. Some
take drugs meant for dogs and
cats.
Most often people living on
the financial edge simply do
without. And these days more
Americans are living there.
The FDA argues that this
law protects Americans
against the dangers of inferior
drugs imported from Canada.
But Canada is not a backward
country that suffers from poor
product regulation. There is
no record of an American suffering from the ill effects of a
Canadian drug.
This law is not designed to
protect us. It protects the drug
industry, which reaps obscene profits in this country.
It’s time to repeal this law. It’s
time for American citizens to
join the rest of the world and
enjoy the benefits of the free
market.

Alice
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Wiffle ball tournament hits a home run of friendship
Annual match featured over one hundred participants, close games and a lot of beer

WIFFLEBALL Continued from page 1

down to center fielder Peter Brown,
who fails to catch it. Freitas, approaches second base and Brown
throws the ball straight at him, in
a split second Freitas leans back-as he is slipping the ball flies right
by him without a scratch Safe
The Bats kept their rally going and
ended up scoring four runs to win
the match. The final score was 6- .
The Wiffle ball tournament took
place in West Oakland at rove
Shafter Dog Park, and was open
to any member of the community.
pon arrival, you’d be surprised
by the size of the crowd--1 or
so people spread out on the field,
divided by team uniforms. Each
team wore unique uniforms and
caps. They casually practiced for

the upcoming games as cars rushed
past on the cement overpasses.
Wiffle ball is something that organizer Johnson grew up playing with
family and friends. He explains that
his dad and siblings crafted their
own rules to make the sport more
inclusive. Since Johnson didn’t
have the physical build in middle
school to continue Little League
baseball, he hung up his cleats and
never looked back. “Wiffle ball
was a odsend to me in a way,”
Johnson said, “something similar to
baseball, but much more accessible
to kids who weren’t exactly gifted
with strength or speed.”
From Johnson’s response, listeners can gauge this type of Wiffle ball
is more community-based, focused
on fostering an enjoyable environment for its players rather than the

results of the game.
Last year, 13 teams participated
in the event, most of them including
Johnson’s close friends. This year,
the amount of teams ballooned to
2 . Everyone came out to play the
easy and stimulating game, which
was originally designed for “indoor kids” who aren’t particularly
involved in organized sports.
The special part about the tournament was that it brought people from
the neighborhood together without
any social obligations. There was a
potluck available for the public to
enjoy. Considering rove Shafter
Dog Park attracts the homeless, they
were able to come out and watch.
Each team had the struggle of
running from base-to-base from
the muddy ground, but that didn’t
stop anyone. Between games, play-

ers would lounge on their blankets,
enjoying the weather.
The final game came down to the
“Burrito Express Babies” and “The
First Order.” Everyone gathered
to watch the thrilling game. In the
bottom of the final inning, the score
was 2-1, with the Burrito Express
Babies in the lead.
Tension was building as individuals stepped up to bat and as
each pop fly was caught. After an
extra inning and dramatic mudslides, the Burrito Express Babies
got their final run on an inside the
park homerun.
Members of the winning team
stood tall in all white, some patches
of grass and mud-stains marring
their pristine uniforms, but not
their glory.
June Hong, the captain of the

Burrito Express Babies, gladly
took hold of the gold trophy and
celebrated. “I was pretty psyched”
said Hong. “We never played together as a team, but we showed
up and had a good time.”
She said the most exciting moment was “when Max hit a home
run we said our strategy was just
to hit homers.”
In the end, the indoor kids put
their hearts into the game dodging their adult commitments for
one day. For Johnson, the game is
special because, “Wiffle Ball can
be embarrassing. That’s what it’s
about, accepting that you’re embarrassing and it’s OK. That’s why
it’s special.”
Thank you William Johnson and
to all the others that made this event
possible.

Photos By KR Nava/toweR

From left to right: 1. Arman Salimian enjoys a refreshing mid-day libation before stepping
up to the plate. 2. The field was small and the pitches slow, but competition was fierce for
the 100-odd ball players. 3. The Coveted Trophy of the 2nd Annual SAWOCESPWBWLCSPFIK was taken home by the Burrito Express Babies.
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How do you feel about the Super Bowl 50 Halftime Show?

ATM (still) withdrawn

Louis Hernandez
Business Management

Amanda Olofsson
Art

“It was appropriate
for the Super Bowl,
and the celebration
of the Black Panthers
50th year anniversary.
I liked when she said,
‘[You] could be the
next Bill Gates.’ It was
great to see her use
her spotlight to send
this message.”

“I was disappointed
with the reaction of
the media. I respect
Byonce and her art. I
agreed with Santana;
that the NFL should
have invited... a local
musician [like Santana].”

“I am from Oakland
and grew up everybody being the same.
I support her message
generally and don’t
see why the controversy.”

“I feel like if it’s
controversial there
must be a reason or
it wouldn’t be controversial, although
I didn’t watch the
show. “

David Hiltbrand
Editor-in-Chief
Alishia Thomas
Photo Editor
KR Nava
Assignments Editor
Scott Strain
Laney Sports
Felix Solomon
Technical Editor
Burt Dragin
Advisor

Nangeli Alcantar, Kit
Berry, Laura Bloom,
June Cook, Nicholas Cox,
AnDrea Crawford, Shane
Frink, Alice Feller, Yzeppa
Macias, Tina McConico,
Angelica Pacheco,
Bonnie Oviatt, Alison
Stapp, Brandon Romo,
Jaira Roxas, Maxwell
Sharp, Jonathan Wafer,
Justin Webster
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Environment Control
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The ATM in the student center is still
on the fritz. The closest alternative
to Laney College’s ATM is in the
donut shop at 8th and Oak, or the
Wells Fargo at 12th and Madison.
Something broken on your campus
Email laneytower peralta.edu.

Jonel Anderson
Culinary Arts

Compiled by Tinniae McConico
Photos by Randy Filo

Justin Ma
Architect
“It was a good performance and I had no
idea of the controversy until I watch the
news. Then I recognized the formation of
the Malcolm X cross
and heard that people
had a problem with
it.”

Laney College
900 Fallon St.
Oakland, CA 94607
Phone: 510-464-3459 or 510-464-3460
Email: laneytower@peralta.edu
JOURNALISM ASSOCIATION OF

June Cook, Randy Filio,
Yzeppa Macias, Eric
Marshall, Randy Mellin,
Alishia Thomas

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

(JACC)

GENERAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
ALL-STATE CONVENTION 2011
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BY ALISON STAPP
Tower Staff Writer

F

rank Ozawa Plaza was turned into an arts playground,
as OurCity and the City of Oakland partnered on
Feb. -6 to produce the first “OurCity Oakland Public
Design Fair.” Oakland artists and residents came together
to re-imagine Oakland by focusing on the theme of play.
At the fair’s “Pedal Powered Pump Organ,” made
by artists from The Crucible, five-year-olds were pedaling next to 65-year-olds, making music from peoplepowered sounds.
At “Scaffoldia,” made by The Open Workshop, participants were invited to pick up blocks and help construct
scaffolding to play on, between, within and underneath.
Another installation featured a makeshift living room
wall that led all the way up to City Hall, and was covered
with digital picture frames displaying selfies and family portraits, which passers-by could gaze at as though
it were their own living room.
Nearby, a beautiful ground mural of brightly colored
furniture models lined the pavement, so that people
could just relax and enjoy the plaza while speakers and
performances took place nearby.
Occupy Oakland, still alive and well, was represented
by Ashoka Finley, who took part in the Saturday storytelling event called “Oakland Story Hour Tales from
the Plaza.”
Finally, during each night of the three-day fair, the
Plaza was lit up by one of the most popular installations, a glowing basketball court with LED-lit basketballs and hoops.
Much has been said about Oakland’s need for access
to healthy food for its growing population, but the OurCity event has changed the conversation to the second
important factor in the road to health—physical activity.

Clockwise from
top left: 1. Participants of the
OurCity: Oakland Public Design Fair cheer
as their Jenga
tower tumbles.
2. A community
member builds
up a tower at the
"Block by Block"
installation. 3.
The fair's "Tweet
House" sports
drawings and
ideas from Oakland residents
about ecology
and design.

DESIGN FAIR Continued on page 6

Abstract artist inspires young creatives
BY KIT BERRY
Tower Staff Writer

C

olorful abstract paintings
line the walls of the cozy art
gallery in the Tower building lobby. A smattering of tones
and patterns offer the eye a whole
buffet of beauty, each piece unique
from the next and no brush stroke uncharted. The gallery exhibit, “ rban
Expressionism,” features the work
of African American artist Claude
Lawrence.
The paintings on display, all abstract expressionist pieces, evoke
a sense of warm touch and busy
thoughts. Many of the paintings are
loud with fierce jagged lines, while
a few others use soft curves and the
quiet of negative spaces.
Warm colors swirl past each other,
Artist Claude Lawrence with one
of his paintings in the Steingart
Gallery, Tower building lobby.

coming together to create what my
eye perceives to be a blue mother
floating in an abyss of oranges and
reds. A smaller piece nearby is light
and subtle, gently expressing the idea
of a pale, nude woman. In others I see
faces, male and female forms, and
swaths of movement and emotion.
Lawrence himself was in attendance at the gallery on Tuesday, offering a firm handshake and friendly
smile without a breath of hesitation.
Lawrence shared a bit about his roots
and his love of expressive arts.
He was born in Chicago and spent
“many years” in ew ork City.
Like many artists, Lawrence has
been painting since he was a child,
but he says he really started painting seriously in 1986 in ew ork.
Lawrence is also a professional
jazz musician. He mentioned with
cool excitement that on March 2,
the closing day of the gallery exhibit
he’ll be performing jazz on his alto

saxophone.
Lawrence’s art has joined collections in a myriad of galleries, including The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, The Brooklyn Museum of Art,
The Parrish Art Museum, and The
ational allery of Art in Washington, D.C.
Recently featured in an article
for International eview of African
American Art, which you can also
find on display at the exhibit, Lawrence related his love of visual art
with his love of music. “Improvisation in jazz and abstract art are the
same. I don’t know where it comes
from, but it is about the attack. It’s
about the impulse. That is what defines you as an artist.”
When asked about advice he might
give young artists, Lawrence seemed
to consider his answer before offering it. “I could tell them express
yourself,’ but what does that mean?
I would say, just try it ’”

‘Dogeaters’ author talks inspiration, motivation with acting class
PLAYWRIGHT Continued from page 1

Most of the play is in Tagalog but
regardless, the repetition of words
and the music playing in the background helps the audience understand. While her actors improvise
quite a lot, they do have their limits.
One of the recurring themes in the
play is “grappling with shame.” Because the play is a diluted view of
the history of Luzon, the play raises
a lot of controversy.
Hagedorn explains that in her
last showing, many Filipino people
were angry. She retaliated by say-

ing, “If I’m afraid of it, it must be
worth doing.”
One student, Sylvia Martinez,
asked, “What piece of conventional
wisdom about playwriting have you
found to be helpful?”
“Conflict,” Hagedorn said, “and
desire as a driving force. Someone
always wants something.”
Hagedorn talks about how realistic
she tries to make her characters. She
says that she wants her characters to
be capable of anything, no matter
how weird. Why Because people
are weird.

One student, a creative writer,
asked, “When you write, do your
characters tell you what to say?”
Hagedorn responded by saying,
“Sometimes the other characters
help me channel a special character.
In the novel I knew the background
information of the characters, but you
can’t do that in a play, because the
characters aren’t as fully developed
and the audience doesn’t necessarily
know those details.”
She goes on to talk about the process on how she feels channels her
characters. Most times, Hagedorn

was unsure what exactly her characters were going to do, so she had
to follow a certain narrative. “This is
important in playwriting,” she said.
Something interesting about her
thought process was the act of
washing dishes. She finds this almost meditative whenever she is in
a slump. She finds that a lot of her
thinking comes from watching the
dishes become clean.
It is problem-solving time for
her. According to Hagedorn, to create characters with whom you have
nothing in common, it is important to

have empathy and a deadline.
“Panicking is part of it,” she said,
“you can’t minimize the work. All
of us have important work to do.”
It’s safe to say that Hagedorn
brought a one-of-kind of experience
to Laney. From talking about the
controversial implications her play
brought to how she develops characters, it was an insightful evening.
“Dogeaters” has been known to
challenge the audience to an extent
that it is okay to not understand everything. It has been called not just
a play, but an experience.
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OMCA 15th annual
Lunar New Year Celebration
Year of the Monkey

Sunday, Feb. 14, 2016
At the Oakland Museum of CA on
Valentine’s Day, visitors came
together to welcome
the Year of the Monkey
and celebrate and explore
connections between the diverse
Asian cultures represented in
the state of California.

RANDY FILIO
ALISHIA THOMAS

PHOTOS BY
LAYOUT BY
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BOSS agency focuses on social justice
HOMELESS Continued from page 1

so that they’ll be successful over
time.”
Frazier points out that the homeless are often disenfranchised.
Whether they have lost the right to
vote because of criminal convictions—or just not able to do so—
the homeless are not in a position

to have their voices heard on social
issues.
They are the ones most affected by
social policies but are the least able
to effect change in these policies.
BOSS offers programs that train the
homeless and formerly homeless to
work on social justice organizing,
including projects on housing, trans-

portation, and civil rights.
It would be much cheaper for
taxpayers to invest in infrastructure
for people in need than to continue
to invest in institutions to contain
them. BOSS not only deals with the
consequences of homelessness and
poverty but tries to get to the “root
causes” of the problems.

Frazier goes on to explain that programs like those offered by BOSS
cost only a fraction of the cost of
housing prisoners or paying for
medical treatment for manageable
conditions that have been allowed
to reach critical points because they
were not attended to earlier. These
savings should then be reinvested

in the community.
BOSS is a nonprofit organization,
which receives funding from Federal, county, state, and city sources,
but it still needs private donations
to keep providing services.
For details on how to support
BOSS, visit www.self-sufficiency.
org.

Oakland plaza turns into
living playground, brings
community together for fun
DESIGN FAIR Continued from page 4

At the Oakland Public Design Fair, put on by the City of Oakland in conjunction with Oakland non-profit
OurCity, community members crawl on top of an installation made by local collective The Open Workshop. Called “Scaffoldia,” the structure was constructed over a series of three days.

esearch by the national nonprofit
KaBOOM! found that only 25 percent of US teenagers get the recommended one hour of physical activity
or active play each day, and younger
children don’t get much more than
that because of a lack of access to
public play areas. Oakland has more
open space than most cities, yet there
is very little parkland for individuals
and families to enjoy.
OurCity is an Oakland non-profit
that works with cities around the
country to improve them through installations, workshops and festivals.
It has been active for three years,
bringing people together through
what they call “public design as the
process and product of creating with
the public by the public for public
good in public space.”
Thus, these test projects were not
public property, nor private property,
but temporary public installations.
They had been out in the plaza for
three days after construction.
In a big city, you never know what’s
going to happen overnight, but when

Ray Boyle, co-founder of OurCity,
was asked if there was any need for
extra security, she replied, “We didn’t
ask the City of Oakland to help with
any of that. We were all looking out
for each other.”
“Oakland has a rich history of civic
engagement, arts and culture, and innovation,” said Mayor Libby Schaaf,
who spoke at the event. “This creative
initiative merges those three areas
while inspiring a community-driven
planning process to determine how we
use and maximize our public spaces.”
The goal of the OurCity creators
was for the residents to work with
residents on projects that would more
fully utilize the social heart of the
city, Frank Ogawa Center. On that
first weekend of February, residents
were indeed part of the creative process, as were people who crossed the
bay from San Francisco to participate
in the event.
Enthusiastic participants played
long into the night, leaving Frank
Ogawa Plaza brimming with life, and
inviting Oakland residents to make
use of the plaza and have fun doing it.

Femme queers rock Oakland’s Stork Club
Local band V.E.X. push against gentrification through performance
BY SHANE FRINK
Tower STaff wriTer

The Stork Club in Oakland
was filled Feb. 6 with deathrock
Goths, punk rockers, and a few
leather clad rock n’ rollers. One
fan had psychedelic Doc Martens
of glowing flowers another wore
a black leather shirt, and pants
with shoulder-length bright pink
hair. A pair of women danced a
swirling death-rock dead head
twirl with ballerina precision. It
was mesmerizing and beautiful,
and fit perfectly with the music
that V.E.X. makes.
V.E.X. is the abbreviation for

Their music was ugly
in its beauty, muddy
with clean melodies.
“Ventriloquist Ectoplasmold
Xanaxax.” Most people refer
to them as V.E.X. The band is
a duo: Roxy Monoxide and Lu
Gamma Ray, who also goes by
Lulu.
At the show, they started off
with a slow danceable drum beat
with heavy Black Sabbath-like
bass keyboard notes, while Lulu
played a pretty melody. Roxy left
the keyboard and picked up her
gold saxophone. Lu started sing-

ing pretty and in key.
One of the many things that
make this band different and
original is how close to impossible it is explain what its music
sounds like. It was ugly in its
beauty, muddy with clean melodies mixed in.
V.E.X. moved to Oakland
seven years ago after being
priced out of San Francisco.
They’ve been playing together
in bands since 1999. Their main
band Moira Scar has been playing shows and releasing records
since 2008. V.E.X. is Lulu and
Roxy’s music project for more
experimental music that’s in
the electro-industrial style and
wouldn’t fit Moira Scar.
Roxy and Lu are full-time artists who are passionate about
their beliefs. One of their beliefs
is in taking a stand for the people
in their community, and speaking out against the gentrification
that’s taking place in Oakland.
“[We like] real Oakland, not
the new tech gentrification,”
Lu said. “Oakland’s history of
activism is very inspirational,
more recently... Black Lives
Matter and Food Not Bombs.”
She also said that she wanted
to “give respect and honor to the
Black Panther Party that’s celebrating its 50 year anniversary.”

The band has “joined with other poor musicians and people in
their neighborhood to fight displacement,” because of “Oakland
being ground zero for gentrification,” Roxy said.
They are a duo who believes
in taking action, especially
since both of them were evicted
due to the gentrification that
started in San Francisco and
is spreading rapidly. They are
also taking a stand for equality
in other issues that affect our
community.
oxy finds it “exciting to see
the cross pollination going on
between the different music
scenes. As a trans woemyn, and
us being femme queers, it’s rad
to see more trans and queers at
the shows, and not just on the
margins but up front-along with
more people of color within
these punk and noise scenes
claiming their space.”

“It’s rad to see more
trans and queers
claiming their space.”
V.E.X. has claimed a space for
themselves as an important part
of the diverse music scene in
Oakland. At the Stork Club, the
energy of the 50 people that sur-

Roxy and Lulu of V.E.X. sport their unique masks. “Creating masks
that are part animalism, part myth, part monster, helps us get out
our egos and channel the Muse,” Lu said.

rounded the stage had not waned
the entire set. The crowd had
danced, swayed and flowed with
the mood that the music created.
Few bands that play music as
original and different as V.E.X.
plays, can hold an audience’s attention as completely as this duo
does. When they finished their
last song, and bid a good night to
the crowd, everyone applauded
and yelled.
Then there was a rare silence
seconds after the band dis-appeared through the backstage
curtain. It was what can only be

described as an awe felt by the
people that had witnessed V.E.X.
V.E.X. has songs streaming on
Soundcloud and Bandcamp pages. Their first full-length record
is available on a CD. Their second album is about to be released
on tape.
All their music can be purchased from Oakland record
stores such as Econojam or 1-23-4 Go, or Thrillhouse Records
in S.F. However, they both said
to just go to see them play and
get it direct from the band—it
will be a night to remember.
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Resource fair for
homeless promises
food, shelter, more
BY BONNIE OVIATT
Tower STaff wriTer

The Bay Area is no stranger
to homelessness. Many people
suffering and in need of services
have a hard time getting help to
improve their situations. To help
remedy the situation a Resource
Fair will be held 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 19, at Mosswood
Park Recreation Center, 3612
Webster St., in Oakland. (The site
is three blocks from McArthur
BART and along AC Transit lines
51A and 57.
The fair is supported by Building Opportunities for Self Sufficiency (BOSS) in cooperation
with many other groups, including East Bay Homeless Connect.
This event will bring as many
services together in one place as
possible. The goal is to help the
homeless, especially those who
may not avail themselves of services that they are entitled to.
It will feature free medical,
dental and vision screenings;
free food, art, music and clothing; free one-time hotel vouchers
(first come-first served) as well
as referrals to resources including education, employment, legal
services and more.
Having all these resources
together is designed to make it
easier for the homeless to access them and to find out what
is available. According to BOSS
Grants and Individual Giving
Manager Christine Lias, “It is
meant to be a one-stop shop.”
Some of the organizations offering services will be Berkeley
Acupuncture and Detox Clinic,
Swords to Plowshares, Suitcase Clinic, Bay Area Legal
Aid, BOSS housing Services,
and BOSS Career Training and
Employment Center (CTEC).
Because this is the first event of
its kind in Oakland no one is sure
how many participants will attend.
Organizers are hoping that there

PhoToS by DaviD hilTbranD/Tower

will be a 1 to 1 ratio of homeless to volunteers. A large group
of volunteers from Albany High
School who helped BOSS organize the event will be on hand.
Although Homeless Connect
events have been held successfully in other cities, this will be the
first in Oakland. The budget for
the Homeless Connect was only
about $6,000. If you would like to
help with the costs of this event
a Go Fund Me Page has been
set up at http://www.gofundme.
com/5axx9qbu.

HOMELESS
SHELTER
CONTACT INFO
East Oakland Community
Project (must have a
referral) 1 - 32-3211
Emergency Shelter
Program: 510-786-1246
Fesco (children and
families) 1 - 81-3223
Bay Area Rescue Mission
(single women and
families) 1 -21 - 86
Salvation Army: 510-4379437
Salvation Army “Garden
Street Shelter” (families)
( 1 ) 37-9 37.
Second Chance (women,
families, men 18+; phone
at 8 a.m.) 1 -792- 3 7
Shepard’s Gate: 925-4490163
Bay Area Rescue Mission
(men first come, first serve
basis) 1 -21 - 868
For more information,
contact Indra Thadani at
510-464-3516.

With overcrowded and potentially dangerous homeless shelters being
a risky and unfeasable option, many people take to the streets, such
as this man pushing a grocery cart (top) at San Pablo & 23th, or this
man sleeping (bottom) at Webster between 9th & 10th.

Entrepreneur Club talks future, focus
BY YZEPPA MACIAS
Tower STaff wriTer

The Laney Entrepreneur Club
has teamed up with Youth Business USA in reaching out to young
adults who would like to start
their own business. The first of
four events was held last week on
Thursday the 11th from 6 p.m. – 8
p.m. in room D200. Unsure what
the turnout would be it was great to
see the room packed with people.
Bo Ghirardelli, co- founder and
CEO of Youth Business USA talked
about how the non- profit organization works.
YBUSA was launched in North
Africa in 2011 where Bo lived for

two years. After successfully creating a business accelerator and working with 15,000 entrepreneurs Bo
moved back to Oakland where he
was born and raised to start working with young aspiring business
owners.
The organization is non profit and
offers free services to anyone starting their own business whether it is
an idea or already in the works. They
offer one on one coaching and mentorship as well as providing young
entrepreneurs with up to $10,000
interest-free loans, as well as aid
them in launching their business.
According to YBUSA.ORG there
are 13,400 low-income adults, ages
18-29 in Oakland alone who want

to start their own business but lack
the resources and the training. Their
goal is serve those who need the
most help.

‘

I want my business
to support my
liveyhood—I want
to be able to do
something without
living paycheck to
paycheck.

’

The “How to build your business”
plan was presented in sixteen steps.
From start to finish Bo discussed

how the program can guide you
through the process of starting a
successful business. He asked the
audience what motivated them, why
they wanted to start their own business an array of answers filled the
room; “ ‘I want my business to support my lively hood,’ ‘I want to be
able to do something without living
paycheck to paycheck,’ ‘I am going
to join the military and want to be
able to sublet my business while I
am away.”
At the end of the event people
were asked to come to the front of
the room and talk about their business; from baking to social work to
discounted travel more than half the
room presented their business ideas

to the audience.
Three more events will take place
over the next few months, all of
them will be held in room D200.
Anyone interested in learning more
about Youth Business USA is encouraged to visit YBUSA.ORG and
apply online.
In addition to applying online
anyone is welcome to attend
meetings held by the Laney Entrepreneur Club, by creating more
media the club is hoping to build
the club up throughout the Peralta
district. Jonel Anderson, president
of the club says that they will be
having empowerment sessions to
provide entrepreneur training and
development.
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Laney vs. Contra Costa for title

Eagles knock off Solano, host Comets Friday night in BVC finale
BY SCOTT STRAIN
Laney College Sports Information

It all comes down to this week in
women’s basketball.
In a topsy-turvy season that has
been the Bay Valley Conference, the
Laney College team has a chance
win the BVC title with two victories
over its nearest competitors.

The Eagles (10-1, 15-9) are tied
with Contra Costa College (10-1,
20-9) for the BVC lead.
Laney defeated host Solano 4729 on Feb. 17, knocking the Falcons (8-3, 13-14) out of the race.
The Eagles finish the B C season
with a home game against Contra
Costa on Friday, Feb. 19. For those
who wish to attend, game time is

Here’s the REAL CJ Anderson

Sonjha Beam/Special to the laney tower

Former Laney College runing back CJ Anderson, now with the Denver
Broncos, is shown here with John Beam, his former coach at Laney.
The two met up at the Super Bowl Media Day before Anderson helped
Broncos to a 24-10 victory over Carolina in Super Bowl 50. The Laney
Tower ran the wrong picture of Anderson in the Feb. 4 edition.

5:30 p.m.
The Comets, who defeated Laney
85-71 on Jan. 27 in San Pablo, had
a one-game lead on the Eagles until
Feb. 12 when visiting Solano upset Contra Costa 79-71. Now the
Comets and Eagles are tied for the
conference lead with the Falcons a
game behind.
Laney defeated Solano 79-43 in
Oakland on Jan. 22.
The BVC women’s basketball
season has been extraordinarily scrambled this season as the
schools—Los Medanos, Merritt
and Napa Valley—were forced to
suspend play, mainly due to the
fact that players lost their eligibilty.
Both Merritt and Napa Valley suspended their seasons in December;
Los Medanos is still recording 2-0
forfeits on the California Community Colleges Athletic Association
(CCCAA) website.
What is means for other conference teams is that they are lacking
six BVC games that cannot be made
up by playing other schools; everyone is in conference play.
However, in one respect, Merritt’s loss is Laney’s gain. As any
Peralta student can play a sport at
any school, Merritt player Briana
Carson came down the hill to play
with the Eagles and has been a solid
addition to the team.
Carson, a very quick guard,
scored 16 points in Laney’s 70-53
home victory over Yuba College on
Feb. 5. Maddie Mills also had 16
points and Jamika Wilson added 15.

aliShia thomaS/tower

Laney College’s Jamika Wilson (30) has become a real force in the
middle for the Eagles. She had 33 points and 28 rebounds against theCollege of Marin on Jan. 7. Laney beat the Mariners, 84-56.

